
Denham Road, Epsom



Guide Price £1,000,000

• Rarely available private road

• Heart of Wallace Fields area

• No ongoing chain

• Walk to town & station

• Detached character house

• Generous South facing garden

• Two spacious reception rooms

• Kitchen/breakfast room linking utility & pantry

• Four bedrooms

• Driveway with garage to the rear

Freehold

Nestled within arguably one of the most desirable and rarely
available private roads and set within the highly sought after
Wallace Fields area, this detached character home is not only
excellently positioned within the catchment areas of
outstanding primary and secondary schools but also just a short
distance away from Epsom town centre and Ewell Village.

The property is offered with no ongoing chain and provides
significant scope to extend subject to the usual planning
consents. The charm, position and beautiful south facing rear
garden present the ultimate first impression with the property
enjoying a great amount of natural light throughout and the
perfect opportunity to create your dream family home set within
this fantastic location.

The position within Denham Road, on a corner plot with side
access from Norman Avenue, is truly enviable and the property

itself is completely unique being the only one of its style ever to
be built on the road. Coupled with the generous space it
provides and the numerous stand out features that genuinely
delivers that wow factor, finding a more impressive home with
this much potential will be a very difficult task indeed.

To say that this property offers genuine flexibility of space is an
understatement, with its two generous reception rooms, four
well proportioned bedrooms, generous kitchen/breakfast room,
large utility room, pantry, downstairs cloakroom and a family
bathroom it can cater for any need as well as offering huge
scope to extend to the rear and loft space to create an
altogether larger and more substantial family home if desired..

The large gated driveway to the rear of the garden, provides
parking for several cars whilst the secluded 63ft x 50ft South
facing rear garden enjoys genuine privacy with mature flower

and shrub borders, large lawned areas and two paved patio
areas. There is access to the front of the property via a side gate
and a detached garage to the rear also.

The need to view this property to fully appreciate the space it
delivers cannot be overlooked as at first glance you simply
cannot appreciate its offerings, once inside the quirky and
intriguing layout as well as the vast potential it offers will
certainly make you think more than twice about securing this
individual and well positioned home.

The area abounds with plenty of Greenbelt countryside within
walking distance, most closely is Alexandra Park which is just a
short walk away. The open spaces of Epsom Downs are ideal
for mountain biking, horse riding and dog walking, with further
recreational pursuits including many great golf courses and
David Lloyd and Rainbow leisure centres both in close
proximity.










